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At the Movies with Maeve (Beacon Street Girls) [Maeve Kaplan-Taylor] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Meet the irrepressible, vivacious, redheaded Maeve. Movies, dance, music and romance are this lively
girl's inspiration.

She sings, acts and dances, and one day hopes to be in Hollywood. Her Dad owns and runs a movie theatre.
Despite having a few bumps in her life, such as having dyslexia and her parents being separated, she is still
bubbly and fun. Maeve likes to volunteer at the Jeri Place. She is often falls in love, and can get crazy with
planning the perfect date with the perfect guy. Maeve adores pink, and always wears it. She loves shopping at
Think Pink! She often changes their names after Movie couples and absolutely adores them. She has a little
brother named Sam. In some situations she acts dramatic and is sometimes a mood lifter for the other BSGs.
When she grows up, she wants to own a company named Kgirl, so she designs her own clothes, makes them,
sells them, and wears them. She lives with her parents, her grandmother and her three older sisters, although
one is in college. Her mom is a lawyer, and is often very busy. Her two oldest sisters, Candice and Patrice are
star athletes, unlike Katani. Her other sister, Kelley, has autism, making it hard for Katani sometimes. Katani
is very smart, especially with mathematics. She is also very tall. Her favorite color is Tuscan gold yellow. She
dreams of running her own fashion design company. She enjoys giving her friends makeovers. Once she
entered an enterprises contest. Also the fact that her grandmother is principal minimizes her chances of a
boyfriend, although she had been considering Reggie. She also has a very strong fashion sense and business
savvy. She is stylish,loyal,and cool. She is Hispanic and has caramel eyes and dark brown hair. She moved
from Detroit to live with her aunt Lourdes so she could help her mother with her multiple sclerosis. She is
very artistic and draws cartoons for the Sentinel; she especially loves to draw birds. She lives in a small
apartment with her mom, her sister, Elena Maria, and her aunt. She used to dance ballet but had to quit after
she hurt her knee. She once participated in a talent show, both in a magic act and creating backdrops and
dancing. In the tenth book, she was the target of a gossip chain due to her friendship with artistic jock, Kevin
Connors. She is very artistic, sensitive, and kind. In book nine Fashion Frenzy while Avery, Charlotte and
herself enjoy the Museum of Fine arts it is revealed that Danny Pellngrino has a huge crush on her. After book
nine Danny stops following her. Charlotte Ramsey Charlotte Ramsey is a smart girl. She lives with her father,
Richard Ramsey, who is a travel writer. Her mother died when she was four. Someday, she wants to become
an author and travel to every continent. She has lived in Australia, Tanzania and Paris. Apart from the BSG. In
book 16, Sophie comes for a visit. Charlotte is a word nerd and also loves astronomy. Charlotte also keeps
Marty, the dog and mascot of the BSG, at her house. Charlotte is a huge klutz, and is often stumbling or
tripping. She and Nick Montoya have crushes on each other, and have gone on a couple of dates, but Charlotte
begins to envy Chelsea when she thinks Nick is being too nice to her. In the book Crush Alert, Nick kissed
Charlotte. Her favorite color is purple and she has a stuffed pig named Truffles, she also wears glasses. She is
the shyest of the BSG and has a love of chocolate. Charlotte is all too familiar with being the new kid in town.
She is intelligent,worldly and curious. Charlotte and her father enjoy making food together and chatting as
they do so. Her friends call her "Global Girl," because she loves to travel, and "Word Nerd", because she loves
to write. Despite being very short, she is a soccer star, basketball player and really good snowboarder. Avery
was adopted from Korea, and she always embraces her heritage. She lives in a large house her parents happen
to be rich with her mom and her brother, Scott. Her father lives in Colorado and her brother is in college.
Along with having a huge passion for sports, she also loves animals. She and Marty are very close, it shows in
the first book, because she gave him her Happy Lucky Thingy she got when she came from Korea. Avery
longs to have a furry pet, but her mother is allergic, so she has a pet snake and a pet frog. Avery despises all
things girly and is a total tomboy. She loves the color blue. In a later book, Dillon Johnson develops a crush on
her; she seems to like him back. One of the Trinteni twins likes her a lot, too! She may also have somewhat of
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a crush on Jason from Freestyle with Avery. They love to be mean to the BSG and anyone else who will not
bow down to them. They are the most popular girls in the grade, but have a wicked streak and are always
showing off and crushing other girls under their high heels. Anna is mostly the evil mastermind, Joline is just
her faithful henchperson and worshiper. They are partly friends with Kiki, another mean bee. Her dad is
famous and she sure knows it! She also has another side that is revealed in Book 15, the Great Scavenger
Hunt, and she seems very kind and loving towards her parents, along with being cautious. In Book 13, her and
her dad try to open a gum factory for her Tru Blu Gum, Tru Blu Goo, as Avery calls it when she wants to go
green for the science fair. Marty Marty is the Beacon Street Girls beloved dog. Avery takes a particular liking
towards him but is unable to keep him at her house since her mother is allergic. His favorite toy is Happy
Lucky Thingy that when shaken to roughly turns angry. In book 8 Lucky Charm a Red Sox player finds Marty
who had gone missing and wants to keep him because he thinks Marty has given him a winning streak. In the
end Marty is returned to the girls. Chelsea was known not as Chelsea Briggs, but Chelsea "Biggs" by other
classmates because of her size and weight. Her hobby is photography, as described in book number six Lake
Rescue. After book six Chelsea is described as healthier and in better shape. She is very smart and a talented
student, but she can be "annoying" and "stuck-up". Betsy acts like a know-it-all, and is already thinking and
bragging about her college application even though she is only in seventh grade. She even makes up her own
extra credit questions and answers them on tests. She is always looking for another thing to do to extend her
application. Dillon Johnson Dillon is a big sports guy and loves anything that has to do with sports. He hates
homework and thinks school is a waste of time. He also has a crush on Maeve. But in book fourteen Crush
Alert he develops feelings for Avery, seeing that he asked Avery to the dance but Avery declined and told him
to go ask Maeve. Dillon is known as Mr. Popular, and when he ran for class president he only promised
everything people wanted to hear. He is the class clown and became class president in book five Promises,
Promises. In Sweet Thirteen he has a Bar Mitzvah at the Science Museum and invites seemingly the whole
school, including teachers. Reggie DeWit Reggie, a. Riley Lee Riley is a musician, and has a band called
"Mustard Monkeys". Riley plays bass guitar. Riley writes lyrics for songs based on Maeve and how she acts
around him. They sing a duet at the dance in Book He has unruly dark hair and likes dark clothes. After Book
14, Maeve starts to return his feelings. She stays with Charlotte for 2 weeks.
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Chapter 2 : Beacon Street Girls 2!
Books shelved as beacon-street-girls: Worst Enemies/Best Friends by Annie Bryant, Letters From The Heart by Annie
Bryant, Maeve on the Red Carpet by Anni.

Author[ edit ] "Annie Bryant" is a pseudonym for a group of writers who wrote the Beacon Street Girls books.
The series was edited by Roberta MacPhee. It comprised a book series, branded gifts and a website, all aimed
at creating healthier role models and more positive messages for pre-teen girls. The series is designed for girls
ages 9â€”14 and was produced following consultations with experts in different areas of teen research. The
books offer an alternative to the perceived preponderance of provocative and objectionable messages aimed at
youth culture, particularly "tweens". Initial runs of the series were limited to 5, to 10, printings but sold out
quickly. A longitudinal study conducted by Duke Medical Center on the influence of reading on weight loss
showed that "girls who read the book entitled "Charlotte in Paris" Avery is an energetic and outspoken girl
who is passionate about sports, animal rights, and the environment. She loves Marty but, sadly, she is not
allowed to have any furry pets of her own because her mother is allergic to fur, but she does have Frogster a
frog and Walter a snake. Avery is tiny and slightly hyper, which is a part of her natural love for sports,
especially soccer. Avery drives all of her friends crazy, but they love her anyway. She laughs at anything and
everything, sometimes speaking without thinking. Avery has two older brothers: She is likable and loves the
Red Sox, particularly Robbie Flores. Charlotte loves school and wants to be a writer one day. She has traveled
to many places, including Australia, Tanzania, and Paris. She stargazes and writes in her journal constantly.
She hates being onstage or in the spotlight unless she is doing magic. She is very close to her elderly landlady,
Miss Pierce, and often visits her for help with schoolwork and talk about life. Charlotte lives with only her
father, a travel writer, since her mother died of pneumonia when she was only 4 years old. Charlotte has a
crush on Nick Montoya, who also enjoys travel and is one of her good friends. Isabel is a Hispanic-American
girl who moved to Boston so her mother could pursue treatment for multiple sclerosis. Her father was left
behind when she moved from Michigan. Isabel is a fan of art and basketball. She used to dance but injured her
knee when dancing ballet and is unable to continue. She is new to Abigail Adams Jr. High and soon became
close friends with Maeve and Charlotte. She loves to draw birds and often submits cartoons to the school
newspaper, the Sentinel. She is known as a sweet girl and loves birds, especially her pet parrot Franco. Also
known as K-girl, Katani loves fashion and is loyal to her friends. Her grandmother is the principal of Abigail
Adams Jr. Katani is a very responsible girl. She sometimes seems cold at first glance but is very kind and
caring. Charlotte describes her as "a marshmallow disguised as a cactus. She is the most organized of the BSG
and adores sewing and horseback riding. Maeve is an outgoing and bubbly young teenager who wants to be a
movie star. Her parents are separated, and she has a younger brother named Sam. Maeve is Irish and Jewish.
She tries her best in school despite this, and uses a laptop in class as well as meeting with a math tutor once a
week. She is notably "boy crazy. She loves to command attention and to be center stage, whether she is acting,
singing, or dancing. Nick is a very kind, popular boy who has a crush on Charlotte. He is friends with all of
the BSG, especially Charlotte. Many girls at Abigail Adams Junior High like him for his friendly personality
and good looks. He helps to form a travel club with Charlotte and Chelsea. Her most notable appearance is in
Lake Rescue, in which she is described as such: Later in the series, she becomes good friends with Charlotte
and Nick Montoya. She has a passion for photography. Chelsea is good friends with the BSG. Betsy is in the
same homeroom as the BSG. She is very intelligent and organized, and she always walks briskly, as if late for
an appointment. Her dreams include getting into an Ivy League school, preferably Harvard, which her older
brother attends. She constantly tries to build an impressive resume. Despite her stress over college, she is
smart and friendly. Still, she can be a little annoying to the BSG. She can head anything and was a historical
adviser for the movie Pirates of the Cape. A pink toy that Avery Madden gave to their pet dog Marty. Though
it is a small cloth toy the dog plays with, it never needs to be replaced and has a place in the hearts of all the
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BSG. One of the mean girls at school, she and her friend Joline are known for their cruelty and meanness. She
is tall, blond, and wants to be a model. She has a fondness for animals. Joline is one of the "Queens of Mean".
Kiki is one of the mean girls at school. She is very loving to her parents, and her famous father has been
shown to spoil her, as he offered to make a music video based on their talent show act. She is known by the
BSG and the rest of the school as the "Empress of Mean," which they make no attempt to hide. Some things
she enjoys to do include boating and showing off her riches. She is Hispanic and sprinkles Spanish words into
her vocabulary like "hola" and "amigas," but only in moderation so a reader can understand. Rodriguez, Miss
Sapphire Pierce, Mrs. Books in the series[ edit ] Main Series:
Chapter 3 : Beacon Street Girls: Worst Enemies/Best Friends Book Review
This BEACON STREET GIRLS special adventure, starring Maeve, feels appropriate on all levels when taking Maeve's
character into consideration. With a dramatic premise, a rather obvious emotional conflict, and an over-the-top finale,
regular readers of the series will enjoy watching Maeve turn the tide of the situation to her own favor.

Chapter 4 : At the Movies with Maeve by Annie Bryant
All about me: I love boys, movies, drama, community service, anything pink, hip-hop dancing, and singing!! I live above
an old movie theater in Brookline. I live above an old movie theater in Brookline.

Chapter 5 : Welcome to The Beacon Street Girls!
Maeve is a 13 year old girl who attends Abigail Adams Junior High and is best friends with Katani Summers, Charlotte
Ramsey, Avery Madden and Isabel Martinez. She loves everything having to do with movies, acting, singing and
dancing.

Chapter 6 : Annie Bryant | Official Publisher Page | Simon & Schuster
Have you heard? Maeve is talking. Click here to watch Maeve answer her fan mail! Tune in to watch ALL the BSG
cartoons!

Chapter 7 : Beacon Street Girls - Wikipedia
The Beacon Street Girls (BSG) is a young adult book series by Annie Bryant. The series was initially published by
B*tween Productions and was licensed by Simon & Schuster.

Chapter 8 : Popular Beacon Street Girls Books
Welcome to the world of the Beacon Street Girls! We're 5 really cool girls taking junior high by storm. We have lots of
adventures - 22 in fact.

Chapter 9 : [READ ONLINE FREE] Series Beacon Street Girls. All books by Annie Bryant in EPUB,TXT.
Beacon Street Girls 2! 10 Questions - Developed by: accebr - Developed on: - taken If you took the last one, you are
going to love this!
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